NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF WORLD LITERATURE: Volume A

I. MEDITERRANEAN AND NEAR EASTERN LITERATURE

CREATION AND THE COSMOS

Anonymous

[ ] ___/___ Cannibal Spell for King Unis
[ ] ___/___ The Great Hymn to the Aten
[ ] ___/___ From The Babylonian Creation Epic

Hesiod

[ ] ___/___ from Theogony
[ ] ___/___ from Works and Days

Early Greek Philosophy

[ ] ___/___ Thales
[ ] ___/___ Heraclitus
[ ] ___/___ Empedocles
[ ] ___/___ Anaxagoras

Lucretius

[ ] ___/___ from On the Nature of Things

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN LITERATURE

[ ] ___/___ The Tale of Sinuhe
[ ] ___/___ Egyptian Love Poems
[ ] ___/___ Setne Khamwas and Nanefrkapah (Setne 1)
[ ] ___/___ Stela of Taimhotep

MIDDLE EAST LITERATURE

[ ] ___/___ The Epic Of Gilgamesh (ca. 1900-250 B.C.E.)
THE HEBREW BIBLE (ca. 1000-300 B.C.E.)

Genesis

[ ] ___/___ Chapters 1-4 [From Creation to the Murder of Abel]
[ ] ___/___ Chapters 6-9 [Noah and the Flood]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 11 [The Tower of Babel]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapters 12, 17 [God's Promise to Abraham]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapters 21, 22 [Abraham and Isaac]
[ ] ___/___ Chapter 25 [Esau Spurns His Birthright]
[ ] ___/___ Chapter 27 [Jacob and Esau]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 28 [Jacob's Dream]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 29 [Rachel and Leah]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 31 [Jacob's Flight Back to Canaan]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 32 [Jacob Is Called Israel]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 33 [Jacob and Esau Reconciled]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapters 37, 39-45 [The Story of Joseph]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapters 46-47 [Jacob Travels to Egypt]
[ ] ___/___ From Chapter 50 [The Death of Joseph]

Exodus

[ ] ___/___ Chapters 19-20 [Moses Receives the Law]

[ ] ___/___ Job

[ ] ___/___ Psalm 8
[ ] ___/___ Psalm 19
[ ] ___/___ Psalm 23
[ ] ___/___ Psalm 104
[ ] ___/___ Psalm 137

THE HOMERIC AGE

HOMER (8th century B.C.E.)

The Iliad

[ ] ___/___ Book I [The Rage of Achilles]
[ ] ___/___ From Book VI [Hector Returns to Troy]
[ ] ___/___ From Book VIII [The Tide of Battle Turns]
[ ] ___/___ Book IX [The Embassy to Achilles]
[ ] ___/___ From Book XVI [Patroclus Fights and Dies]
[ ] ___/___ Book XVIII [The Shield of Achilles]
[ ] ___/___ Book XXII [The Death of Hector]
[ ] ___/___ Book XXIV [Achilles and Priam]

[ ] ___/___ The Odyssey
AESOP (ca. 620-564 B.C.E.)

Fables

- Demades and the Athenians
- The Wolf, the Dog, and the Collar
- The Hedgehog, the Fox and the Ticks
- The Stomach and the Body
- The Shepherd and the Lion
- The Two Men, the Eagle, and the Fox
- The Boy Who Cried "Wolf"
- The Fox and the Stork
- The Goat and the Vine
- The Dog in the Manger
- The North Wind and the Sun
- The Lion and the Man Disputing
- The Sow and the Lioness
- The Fir Tree and the Bramble Bush
- The Trees and the Bramble Bush
- The Dogs and the Lion Skin
- The Tortoise and the Hare
- The Fisherman and the Fish
- The Mice, the Cat, and the Bell
- The Beauty Contest of the Animals
- The Fox and the Grapes
- The Mole and the Frankincense
- The Donkey Who Carried the God
- The Mountain in Labour
- The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing
- The Crow, the Eagle, and the Feathers
- The Two Hyenas
- The Daughter and the Hired Mourners
- The Donkey, the Dog, and the Letter
- The City Mouse and the Country Mouse
- Simonides and the Shipwreck
- The Man and the Golden Eggs
- The Beaver and His Testicles
- Mercury and the Two Women
- The Mother, the Child, and the Crow
- The Man and the Oracle
- The Shipwrecked Man and Athena
- The Poor Man and Death
- The Fox and the Man Counting the Waves
- The Old Man and His Sons
- The Farmer and His Sons
- The Monkey and Her Two Children
- Zeus and Man
- Prometheus and the Tears
SAPPHO (born ca. 630 B.C.E.)

Lyrics

[ ] ___/___ [Deathless Aphrodite of the Spangled Mind]
[ ] ___/___ [Some Men Say an Army of Horse]
[ ] ___/___ [He Seems to Me Equal to Gods]
[ ] ___/___ [Kypros Herald Came]
[ ] ___/___ [Eros Shook My Mind]
[ ] ___/___ [You Came and I Was Crazy for You]
[ ] ___/___ [I Don't Know What to Do]
[ ] ___/___ [Dead You Will Lie]
[ ] ___/___ [I Simply Want to Be Dead]
[ ] ___/___ [Sweet Mother I Cannot Work the Loom]
[ ] ___/___ [Eros the Melter of Limbs]
[ ] ___/___ [Moon has Set]
[ ] ___/___ [((You for) the Fragrant-Bosomed (Muses') Lovely Gifts]

GREEK THEATER THE CLASSICAL AGE (complete works)

AESCHYLUS (ca. 524-456 B.C.E.)

[ ] ___/___ Agamemnon

SOPHOCLES (ca. 496-406 B.C.E.)

[ ] ___/___ Oedipus the King
[ ] ___/___ Antigone

EURIPIDES (480-406 B.C.E.)

[ ] ___/___ Medea

ARISTOPHANES (ca. 45-385 B.C.E.)

[ ] ___/___ Lysistrata

PLATO (429-347 B.C.E.)

[ ] ___/___ Symposium